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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT G.M.F MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON LOADING AREA NIGHT TIME

MILITARY SUSPENSEFUL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the G.M.F

Maximum security prison, a prison bus is parked at the

loading area.

The loading dock door OPENS, and several PRISON GUARDS come

walking out from the front entrance. Behind them are STICKY

RICKY in his late 30’s Caucasian,sneaky, sinister, wacky,

has slimy hair and green eyes, HARPER SHARPER in her 50’s

sassy, edgy, crazy and violent, has grey curly hair and blue

eyes, UNCAGED BLAINE in his 40’s, Caucasian, psychotic,

tough, crazy, and rude, has jelled hair and has green eyes,

WEIRD WILLY, Caucasian, in his 50’s wild, wacky, goofy,

dumb, and silly, has red long curly hair and blue eyes, LONG

LEGS DADDY, African Canadian, 8 feet tall, sneaky, sinister,

dumb, silly has long black hair and blue eyes, RATTLER

Caucasian in his late 30s, loud, wild, rageful, destructive,

and mean, has black spikey hair, a scar in the middle of his

face and has red eyes, LIO "ENERGY MAKER" SMUTT in his 60’s,

grim, cruel, sinister, creative, devious and smart, has a

hunch back, bald, wrinkly skin and has an eyepatch over his

left eye, walk out of the prison and into a pirson bus.

The pirson bus door CLOSES and the bus DRIVES OFF.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F PRISON BUS MOVING

In the prison bus, Lio, Rattler, Long Legs Daddy, and Harper

are sitting on the left side of the bus and Weird Willy,

Sticky Ricky, and Uncaged Blaine are on the right side of

the bus.

The G.M.F PRISON BUS DRIVER TURNS ON the communication

monitor, and Master Mountie appears on the screen.

PRISON BUS DRIVER

I’m on my way with the selected

prisoners Master Mountie.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Excellent, just make sure theire

power collars are on and don’t let

them escape.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Long Legs Daddy STRETCHES his arms up at the Prison

Bus Driver’s pocket and takes out a remote from his pocket.

PRISON BUS DRIVER (O.S)

You got it eh.

Long Legs Daddy presses a button on the remote causing it to

BEEP.

The power collars on the prisoners’ neck fall off and they

stand up from their seats. EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.

STICKY RICKY

Great Work Long Legs, now it’s time

to stick this guy where he belongs.

Sticky Ricky FIRES STICKY SLIME out from his hands at the

Prison Bus Driver. The Prison Bus Driver struggles to break

free from the sticky slime.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Oh my eh.

CUT TO

EXT. HIGHWAY ROADS NIGHT TIME

THe G.M.F Prison Bus SLAMS against the guard rail and

CRASHES down on it’s side. The Prisoners leap out from the

back of the bus and run down the highway.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE IN

ACT 1

INT. G.M.F LABORATORY DAYTIME THE NEXT DAY

SCI FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The next day at the

G.M.F laboratory James is standing in the middle of the

laboratory in front of a table, while Professor Nick,

Professor Edward, Harvey and Darcy are standing on the side.

PROFESSOR NICK

Alright Jim you can go whenever you

are ready.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLAINS

(bored)

This is going to end up in

distator.

HARVEY STONE

Darcy, this is good for Jim to

train with his new powers.

James closes his eyes and Captain Cuddles MAGICALLY

APPEARS.

CAPTAIN CUDDLES

Hey Jim, how about a hug.

Captain Cuddles hugs James and picks him up into the air.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

That’s good Jim, but try to summong

out something that is not your

imaginary friend.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Something like this?

James closes his eyes and a trampoline MAGICALLY APPEARS out

from it. Captain Cuddles let go of James, and James BOUNCE

off of the trampoline and land on the floor. James closes

his eyes and a model train MAGICALLY APPEARS on the floor.

The model train circles around James and Captain Cuddles.

The Professors write down the results on their clipboards.

James closes his eyes and a plate of nachos MAGICALLY

APPEARS.

Harvy and Darcy walk up to the plate of nachos and then eats

the nachos.

HARVEY STONE

(confuse)

These nachos don’t have any taste.

Professor Edward takes a bite out of the nachos.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

IT seems imaginary food aren’t that

tastie after all.

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know. It need some hot

sauce on it.

Jolyne and Master Mountie walks into the laboratory with his

arms behind his back and has a serious look on his face.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Hello Master Mountie, Jolyne, would

you like some nachos?

HARVEY STONE

They have a...bland taste.

MASTER MOUNTIE

No thank you, but I have bad news

for you all. Several dangerous

criminals had escaped from G.M.F

custody.

DARCY DILLAINS

So what, they are criminals, we

will just track them down with

their tracking devices on them and

throw them back into prison.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Apparently the tracking devices we

had implanted for them are off. You

see these criminals drank Power Up

Energy Drinks and some of their

powers are more dangerous then you

think. So I want you do be on

alert, and if you see any of them

report to us immediately.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

You can count on us Master Mountie,

but right now I have to go to my

taekwondo class.

Harvey, James and Darcy walk out of the laboratory and

Captain Cuddles DISAPPEARS.

Master Mountie picks up a nacho and eats it.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(disgusted)

It has no taste.

FADE TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the Great Edmonton

Mall, Harvey, James and Darcy walk down the hallway to

Harvey’s taekwondo class.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLAINS

Why are we at the Great Edmonton

Mall? Aren’t we suppose to go to

your taekwondo class?

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

This is the way to my taeknowndo

class.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL MARTIAL ARTS R US

They stop in front of Martial Arts R Us. In the martial arts

studio, some of the martial arts students are doing their

martial arts skills. Some of the students are throwing

punches and kicks at the punching bags, and some of them

throw judo throws onto other students.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Here we are Martial Arts R Us.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I heard about this school, they

teach everyone all different kinds

of martial arts.

DARCY DILLAINS

My parents signed me up for karate

classes here, but they take me to

another martial arts school because

Martial Arts R Us is too pricy.

HARVEY STONE

I’ll see you guys at the food court

in an hour.

Harvey walks into Martial Arts R Us.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL FOOD COURT

In the food court James and Darcy are eating nachos.

DARCY DILLAINS

(smiles)

At least they have taste.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Now we know that imaginary foods

don’t have taste.

RUPERT SKYLER (O.S)

Why are you losers here?

James and Darcy sees that Rupert and Timmy walk up to them.

James gets scared and goes behind Darcy. Darcy SIGHS and

opens her can of soda.

DARCY DILLAINS

Hello, you are part loser too.

Darcy drinks her soda can. Rupert and Timmy walk up to them.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(scared)

Please don’t hurt me.

RUPERT SKYLER

I’m not here for you, I’m here for

a new comic book.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

Hah your part comic book geek.

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

But I’m still part jock.

Timmy holds Rupert back from James. Darcy SIGHS and drinks

her soda can.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

Hold your horses big guy, let’s

just get our comic and get out of

here.

Rupert and Timmy walks away from Darcy and James.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That was a close one.

DARCY DILLAINS

Totally. Hey is that Olivia?

James and Darcy look into the distance and see that Olivia

is hiding behind some plants, watching Harvey doing his

martial arts training.

ROMANTIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Olivia’s eyes

SPARKLE while watching Harvey throwing kicks and punches.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

Wow Harvey is totally handsome in

his taeknowndo uniform. He is truly

a brave strong man for me.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

OK that’s just weird.

DARCY DILLAINS

At least it couldn’t get any

weirder.

WEIRD MELLOW ACCORDION MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

signs in the food court become all TWISTY, and some of the

letters hop out of the signs.

The chairs and tables SLOWLY MELT and HOLES APPEAR on the

floors. People in the mall look worried and confused

wondering what’s going on.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

OK. I think things are getting

weirder around here.

People in the mall get scared and run for their lives.

Suddenly nachos come to life and FLY through the air.

Suddenly the plants wrap around Olivia’s body and raise her

in the air.

OLIVIA MOHO

Help, help!!!

Darcy and James run over to help Olivia. They grab the

plants around her and lower her down onto the floor. They

RIP the plants off of her and she is free.

OLIVIA MOHO

Thanks guys, but what’s going on

around here?

JOLYNE AQUATICK (O.S)

Children, children!!!

Jolyne then runs over to Darcy, James and Olivia with a

worried look on her face.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Are you alright?

DARCY DILLAINS

Yes we are. But what’s going on

around here?

(CONTINUED)
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JOLYNE AQUATICK

It could be the escaped prisoners.

OLIVIA MOHO

Wait, escaped prisoners? What

escaped prisoners?

Suddenly Weird Willy walks forward towards them while

playing his accordion. Harper Sharper SHARPENS her blade

hands, Long Legs Daddy crawling on the ceiling, Rattler,

Uncaged Blaine, Sticky Ricky and Lio walk towards them.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Those guys.

WEIRD WILLY

Hey there, my name is Weird

Willy and this is my accordion

Phillip.

DARCY DILLAINS

A criminal who named his accordion.

How silly.

HARPER SHARPER

(crazy)

You think that’s silly, how about I

shall give you a haircut. Harper

Sharper style.

UNCAGED BLAINE

How about you let Uncaged Blaine

deal with these losers.

Uncaged Blaine raises his hands into the air and they start

to GLOW WHITE. Suddenly the walls start to CRACK up and the

pieces of them FLOAT into the air and GLOW WHITE.The piece

get ABSORBED into his body, causing his muscles to GLOW and

grow BIGGER.

DARCY DILLAINS

(shocked)

He has the power to unleash waves

of energy to cause stuff around him

to break apart.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

He then those pieces turn white and

then gets absorbed into his body.

UNCAGED BLAINE

Now Uncaged Blaine is going to

unleash his fury.

(CONTINUED)
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Uncaged Blaine FIRES an ENERGY BLAST out from his hands at

Darcy, Jolyne, Olivia, and James. Darcy SCREAMS causing a

STRONG SOUNDWAVE to come out from her mouth, and causing it

to REFLECT the energy blast off of the scream and upward

through the ceiling.

James and Jolyne are surprise.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

(surprise)

Did you just do that?

DARCY DILLAINS

Yes. I just did that.

Suddenly Rupert and Timmy walk out from the comic book store

while reading comic books in their hands.

RUPERT SKYLER

(smiles)

Wow Massive Man is the greatest

comic ever.

Suddenly Rupert and Timmy fall down a hole in the floor.

RUPERT AND TIMMY (O.S)

AHH!!!

Darcy raises her hand in the air, DARK SHADOWS come out from

the hole in the floor with Rupert and Timmy on it. Rupert

and Timmy look confuse and shocked.

RUPERT SKYLER

What just happened?

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

I think we fall into a hole, and

then some shadows lift us out of

the hole.

RUPERT SKYLER

(panicing)

That’s not even scientific, what’s

going on here?

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

I think it’s those freaks with

superpowers or we are reading too

many comics.

RUPERT SKYLER

(freaks out)

It could be the comics.I’m not

going to read a comic never again.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Did you just control the shadows?

DARCY DILLAINS

I just did. What’s going on?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Whatever you are doing, you got to

use it more.

LIO "ENERGY MAKER" SMUTT (V.O)

(smiles evilly)

It seems she drank of the Power Up

Energy Drink, that’s disguised as a

regular Glush brand soda.

LONG LEGS DADDY

Speaking of powers, let me unleash

my powers on you kids.

Long Legs Daddy LAUNCHES himself through the air, and throws

a flying jump kick at Darcy. Darcy raises her hands in front

of her and causing a BLACK HOLE to PROJECT out of her hands.

Long Legs Daddy leaps through the hole. Suddenly a BLACK

HOLE APPEARS from behind Weird Willy. Long Legs Daddy falls

onto Weird Willy, causing them to both fall onto the ground.

WEIRD WILLY

(mad)

Get off of me, you’re making me

crush Philip

LONG LEGS DADDY

Who’s Phillip?

WEIRD WILLY

My accordion now get off!!!

Long Legs Daddy gets off of Weird Willy.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Did you drank something that made

you get these powers?

DARCY DILLAINS

No I didn’t. Not that I can

remember?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

But you were drinking a soda can

earlier, did that do something to

you?

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLAINS

Maybe it did, we got to get that

can.

Suddenly Sticky Ricky FIRES STICKY GLUE onto James, Darcy,

Olivia, Rupert, Timmy and Jolyne.

OLIVIA MOHO

Eww what is this stuff?

STICKY RICKY

My special glue, it will stick on

your for good.

DARCY DILLAINS

This is totally grouse, stuck in

glue, it’s so icky.

RUPERT SKYLER

I know...It’s ruining my comic.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Hey I thought you’re not going to

read a comic never again.

RUPERT SKYLER

It’s for my comic book collection

you loser.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

If only we can get out this, before

anything else happens to us.

LIO "ENERGY MAKER" SMUTT

Sorry young man, but you can’t

break out of the glue.

UNCAGED BLAINE

Now it’s time for me to blast you

jerks out of thin air.

HARPER SHARPER

(smiles evilly)

Hold up... Allow me to shred these

fools into pieces.

Harper Sharper SHARPENS her blade hands and launches herself

through the air at Darcy, James, Jolyne, Olivia, Rupert and

Timmy.

They all look worried and scared.

FADE TO BLACK

(CONTINUED)
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END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

Harper Sharper launches herself through the air to Darcy,

James, Jolyne, Olivia, Rupert and Timmy.

Suddenly Harvey SLIDES in front of them and uses his ICE

POWERS to make an ICE SHIELD to QUICKLY APPEAR in front of

Harper Sharper causing her blade to hit the ice shield.

Darcy, James and Olivia are glad that Harvey has arrived.

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey SQUEEZES

his fist and it SHINES YELLOW and ELECTRICITY comes out from

his fist. Harvey throws a punch at Harper Sharper, hitting

her and makes her LAUNCH through the air and slam into Lio,

Weird Willy, Long Legs Daddy, Uncaged Blaine, Rattler and

Sticky Ricky.

HARVEY STONE

Looks like you guys are in a sticky

situation.

DARCY DILLAINS

Please don’t say that again.

RATTLER

(mad)

Alright kids...Time to shake you

up.

Rattler raises his hand in the air and a SHOCKWAVE comes out

from his hands at Harvey. Harvey gets hit by the shock wave

causing his body to VIBRATE.

HARVEY STONE

(vibrating)

Harvey...What’s going on?

RATTLER

This is my power to shake anyone or

anything, and I can control them

while they are vibrating.

Harvey VIBRATION makes him move towards the others, and

SLAPS himself onto James, making him stick to him and the

others.

HARVEY STONE

Oh man, looks like I’m in a sticky

situation eh.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLAINS

We are all in a sticky situation.

RATTLER

Your situation is going to get

worse.

Rattler FIRES SHOCK WAVES out from his hands at Harvey and

the others. They start to VIBRATE and moves backwards

towards a hole behind them. They SCREAM and fall down the

hole.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL PINK EYE’S CLOTHING STORE

MALL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Pink Eye’s

Clothing Store Carla walks up to some pink shirts and skirts

in the middle of the store. She picks up 1 of the skirts and

suddenly a BLACK HOLE APPEARS over the display.

Carla has a confuse look on her face, and SCREAMING comes

out from the hole. Harvey, Darcy, James, Jolyne, Rupert,

Timmy and Olivia fall onto the shirts and skirts and GRUNT

on impact.

CARLA STONE

What the heck? Where did you guys

came from eh?

RUPERT SKYLER

From the food court.

CARLA STONE

That explains that, but not why a

black hole appeared out of fine

air.

DARCY DILLAINS

That was me. I made it happen. I

drank this soda that gives me the

powers of darkness manipulation and

sound wave manipulation.

CARLA STONE

(smiles)

Sweet, but how did you guys get

stuck in glue?

HARVEY STONE

Long story, but we need to get out

of this.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Leave this to Sparkly.

Sparkly the Sprite MAGICALLY APPEARS out from James’ head.

She turns around and see Harvey, James, Darcy, Jolyne,

Rupert, Timmy, and Olivia. Carla is surprise to see Sparkly

the Sprite.

CARLA STONE

Did Jim do that?

SPARKLY THE SPRITE

Yes he did.

RUPERT SKYLER

(upset)

Oh not that that sprite girl.

What’s next the giant bear.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Sparkly could you help us get out

of this glue?

SPARKLY THE SPRITE

I sure can.

Sparkly SPRAYS MAGICAL DUST onto Harvey and the others who

are covered in glue. The glue then DISAPPEARS and freeing

Harvey, James, Darcy, Olivia, Jolyne, Rupert and Timmy.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Alright we are free eh.

CARLA STONE

Now that is over, could you guys

please tell me what’s going on?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I got superpowers from drinking

Power Up Energy Drinks.

DARCY DILLAINS

Ad I got superpowers from drinking

a regular soda can.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Do you know where you put the soda

can?

DARCY DILLAINS

It’s still in the food court.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

We better get that soda can and

take it back to the G.M.F.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly Harper

Sharper, Sticky Ricky, Uncaged Blaine, Weird Willy, Rattler,

and Lio come into the store.

WEIRD WILLY

Not on our watch punk.

LIO "ENERGY MAKER" SMUTT

(smiles evilly)

We got the whole mall hostage, and

when we are done with you guys, we

shall spread terror through out the

rest of the world.

Weird Willy FIRES SOUNDWAVES out from his accordion. Darcy

leaps in front of Harvey and SCREAMS causing a STRONG

SOUNDWAVE out from her mouth. Darcy’s scream pushes the

soundwaves back at Weird Willy and the other prisoners,

sending them FLYING out of the store.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL PETTING ZOO

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Weird Willy,

Harper Sharper,Uncaged Blaine, Lio, Sticky Ricky, Rattler,

and Long Legs Daddy fall down from the upper level and into

the mall petting zoo.

The animals in the petting zoo get scared and run away from

them. Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to make an ICE SLIDE down

to the petting zoo.

HARVEY STONE

(to Jolyne)

Jolyne take Olivia, Rupert and

Timmy out of here, we will take

care of the escaped prisoners.

Harvey, James, Darcy and Carla slide down the ice slide and

into the petting zoo. Harvey goes into his fighting stances,

Darcy goes into her fighting stances and Sparkly FLAPS down

and James hides behind her.

Uncaged Blaine raises his hands in the air and they GLOW

WHITE. PIECES from the floor BREAK off and TURN WHITE and

get ABSORBED into Uncaged Blaine. He FIRES an ENERGY BLAST

at Harvey, James, Darcy and Sparkly. Sparkly uses SPRAYS

MAGICAL DUST on the energy blast, causing it to DISAPPEAR.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey uses his ICE POWERS on his feet, and SLIDE across the

floor at Uncaged Blaine. ELECTRICITY APPEARS around his fist

and he throws an electricity left hook punch at Uncaged

Blaine, causing him to stumble backwards.

Suddenly Captain Cuddles MAGICALLY APPEARS and gives Uncaged

Blainea big hug, causing him to get squeezed by Captain

Cuddle’s strength.

UNCAGED BLAINE

(begging squeezed)

What’s with the bear?

CAPTAIN CUDDLES

My name is Captain Cuddles, it’s

nice to meet you.

Long Legs Daddy leaps into the air and dives down towards

Harvey, James and Darcy.

DARCY DILLAINS

(smiles)

Allow me to take this guy on.

Darcy uses her DARK POWERS to CREATE a BLACK HOLE to APPEAR

in front of her. Long Legs Daddy leaps into the hole. And

then another BLACK HOLE APPEARS behind, Rattler, Lio, Sticky

Ricky, Weird Willy and Harper Sharper.

WEIRD WILLY

You idiot, get off of us.

Long Legs Daddy blinks and then gets hit, knocking down to

the ground. Long Legs Daddy is confused and blinks again, he

gets hit and then falls backwards.

LONG LEGS DADDY

What’s going on?

Long Legs Daddy blinks 3 times and then gets hit 3 times.

DARCY DILLAINS

It must have been my powers. Each

time I look at someone blinks,

they get hurt.

Weird Willy, Harper Sharper, Lio, Rattler, and Sticky Ricky

blinks, and then they get hit and fall over backwards.

RATTLER

Enough of this blinking, It’s time

to rattle things up again.

(CONTINUED)
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Rattler FIRES SOUND WAVES out from his hands at Harvey,

James, Darcy and Sparkly. The floors VIBRATE, causing the

petting zoo animals to run away in fear. Harvey, James and

Darcy feel the vibration of the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Time to put a shock to this

vibration.

ELECTRICITY APPEARS out from Harvey’s fist and he throws a

punch down onto the floor, causing LIGHTNING BOLTS to APPEAR

out from the floor and SHOCKS Rattler, Weird Willy, Lio,

Harper Sharper, Sticky Ricky, Uncaged Blaine and Long Legs

Daddy, causing them to LAUNCH into the air and fly into a

sports store.

Harvey, Darcy James, Carla,Captain Cuddles and Sparklyrun

after them.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL SPORTS STORE

Weird Willy, Lio, Harper Sharper, Sticky Rick, uncaged

Blaine and Long Legs Daddy CRASH into the store, causing

soccer balls and basketballs to fall all over them.

LONG LEGS DADDY

Hey look, soccer and basketballs

are on sale.

WEIRD WILLY

Soccer and basketballs eh?

Werid Willy plays his accordion, causing SQUEEKING NOISE to

come, causing the soccer bals and basketballs to GROW to the

size of boulders.

Long Legs Daddy GROWS into a giant and kicks the balls.

Harvey, James, Darcy, Captain Cuddles and Sparkly come into

the store, and the giant soccer and basketballs come rolling

towards them.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to make an ICE SWORD to APPEAR

and SLICES the incoming soccer and basketballs in half.

Suddenly Harper Sharper leaps through the 2 halves of the

sliced giant basketball and jabs her sword at Harvey.

Suddenly Darcy CREATES a BLACK HOLE to appear in front of

Harvey, and SUCKS Harper Sharper into it. A BLACK HOLE

APPEARS and Harper Sharper comes out from it and falls onto

sports display.

(CONTINUED)
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HARPER SHARPER

Man those black holes are annoying.

DARCY DILLAINS

If you don’t like those black holes

then you won’t like this.

Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to CREATE a BLACK

SWORD, grabs it and swings it at Harper Sharper. Harper

Sharper swings her swords, causing both of their swords to

CLASH and DING against each other. Harper Sharper kicks

Darcy away from her, Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS

to make more BLACK SWORDS FLOATING in the air.

Darcy shoots down the floating black swords ont Harper

Sharper, but she uses her swords to hit them and bounce back

away from her.

Long Legs Daddy stomps down onto James, but Captain Cuddles

come in front of James and grabs onto Long Legs Daddy’s leg

and lifts it up, making him fall backwards and fall onto

the floor, causing him to GRUNT on impact.

Olivia comes into the store and hides behind some debris,

watching Harvey in action while she is blushing.

OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

Wow Harvey is much more amazing

while he fights. I hope we can

share a smoothie when this is over.

Jolyne runs up to Olivia and taps her on the shoulder,

causing Olivia to SCREAM.

OLIVIA MOHO

(to Jolyne)

What did you do that for?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

To get you out of her before

something else happens.

OLIVIA MOHO

Hey I won’t stick around here much

long.

Suddenly Sticky Ricky comes right at them, and FIRES STICKY

GLUE at Jolyne and Olivia. Carla comes in front of them and

FIRES ORANGE ENERGY BALLS out of her hands at the sticky

glue, causing the exploding balls to EXPLODE and

DISINTEGRATE the sticky glue.

(CONTINUED)
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Carla FIRES ORANGE ENERGY BALLS out of her hands at Sticky

Ricky, hitting him and causing them exploding balls to

bounce off of Sticky Ricky and EXPLODE in front of him, and

LAUNCHES him into the air and CRASH onto the floor.

CARLA STONE

(to Jolyne and Olivia)

I thought you guys are out of the

mall?

OLIVIA MOHO

Sorry, we are on our way out now.

Suddenly the opening to the sport store MAGICALLY CLOSES,

TURNING it into a giant blank wall.

WEIRD WILLY

You are not going anywhere.

DARCY DILLAINS

We will see about that.

Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to make a GIANT

BLACK HOLE to APPEAR above them. The Black hole SUCKS

Harvey, and the others into the black hole, causing them to

SCREAM when they get sucked into the black hole.

CUT TO

INT. GREAT EDMONTON MALL AMUSEMENT PLANET INDOOR AMUSEMENT

PARK

A BLACK HOLE APPEARS in the Great Edmonton Mall Amusement

park, and Harvey and the others comes out of the black hole

and fall onto the floor.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaks out)

Oh my gosh, did you transport us

into outer space?

James starts to hyper ventilate BREATHING in and out really

fast.

DARCY DILLAINS

As if, I transport us into the

amusement park.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(relieved)

At least that explains the

cartoonish planets.

(CONTINUED)
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WEIRD WILLY

Yes...Planets

ACTION TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Weird Willy plays his

accordion causing it to SQUEAK, causing the painted planets

to PEEL OFF and COME ALIVE and come towards Harvey and

friends.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Oh no Weird Will uses his accordion

to bring the planets on the wall to

come to life.

Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at the incoming

planets, causing them to FREEZE in ICE. Harvey then FIRES a

LIGHTNING BOLT out of his hands at the frozen planets,

causing them to SHATTER into PIECES.

Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to make GIANT BLACK

HANDS to APPEAR out of the ground and grab the escaped

prisoners.

DARCY DILLAINS

This ends now, because you are

totally ruining the greatest place

to shop.

UNCAGED BLAINE

You got to beat us up first.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That’s the plan.

Sparkly SPRAYS GLITTERY DUST at the prisoners, causing them

to COUGH and get beat up by the glittery dust.

UNCAGED BLAINE

Oh man, this is embarrassing,

getting beat up by dust.

HARPER SHARPER

(angry)

THis pixie magic ends here and

now!!!

Harper Sharper breaks free from the giant black hand and

charges right at Harvey, James, Darcy, Jolyne, Olivia and

Carla.

DARCY DILLAINS

I couldn’t agree more.
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Darcy SCREAMS at Harper Sharper, causing a GIANT SOUNDWAVE

to hit Harper Sharper, LAUNCHING her upward into the air and

CRASH against the ceiling.

STICKY RICKY

You should stick awhile longer

here, if you catch my drift.

Sticky Ricky breaks free from the giant black hand and FIRES

STICKY GLUE at Harvey and the others, but they dodge the

incoming glue.

CARLA STONE

(mad)

Don’t you dare put that in my hair.

Carla SLAPS her hand on the floor, causing ORANGE ENERGY to

APPEAR on the ground and FLOW under Sticky Ricky’s feet. The

Energy EXPLODES under Sticky Ricky’s feet, causing him to

LAUNCH through the air and he CRASHES through the exit door.

Lio appears out from behind a trash can with a worried look

on his face, and runs out of the amusement park.

RATTLER

Time to rattle things up a little

in here.

Rattler FIRES SHOCKWAVES out of his hands, causing the

walls, floors and amusement park rides to VIBRATE and FLOAT

into the air. Rattler throws the amusement park rides

directly at Harvey and the others.

Carla FIRES ORANGE ENERGY out of her hands at the incoming

ferris wheel hitting it, causing it to EXPLODE. Harvey makes

an ICE SWORD APPEAR and swings it down onto the incoming

merry-go-round, SLICING it in half, and Darcy uses her DARK

MANIPULATION POWERS to make a GIANT BLACK HAND to APPEAR and

catches the rollar coaster, and SCREAM at Rattler, causing a

GIANT SOUNDWAVE to come out of her mouth and hits Rattler.

Rattler SCREAMS and CRASHES out of the amusement park.

Suddenly Long Legs Daddy gets hit by an ICE BEAM, causing

him to FREEZE in ice.

UNCAGED BLAINE

(mad)

I’m going to end this right now.

CAPTAIN CUDDLES

Not without a hug!!!

Captain Cuddles walks up behind Uncaged Blaine and gives him

a hug, lifting him up into the air and shakes him around.
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UNCAGED BLAINE

Not again!!!

WEIRD WILLY

Looks like it’s up to me to finish

this.

Weird Willy plays his accordion, causing it to SQUEK and

causing Harvey and the others to SINK slowly into the floor.

CARLA STONE

Harvey do something, QUICK!!!

HARVEY STONE

I think it’s time to give this guy

a shock to his system.

Weird Willy gets ELECTROCUTED, causing ELECTRICITY to come

out and surrounds his body and SMOKE comes out from his

body, and makes his accordion to EXPLODE. Weird Willy COUGHS

and falls to the floor. Harvey and friends stop sinking into

the floor.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

(smiles)

Nice going Harvey, but I didn’t see

any electricity to come out from

your body.

HARVEY STONE

I used the electricity from his

body to take him out.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

That’s very smart Harvey.

DARCY DILLAINS

And now the other question is, how

are we going to get unstuck from

the floor?

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F HQ MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE LATER

Later at Master Mountie’s office, Master Mountie is sitting

up at his desk, with Harvey, Darcy and James sitting in 3

chairs.
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MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiles)

Thank you kids for defeating the

escaped prisoners, but unfortunatly

3 others are still on the loose.

HARVEY STONE

And through out the mission, Darcy

got herself some superpowers of her

own.

Darcy gives Master Mountie the empty can of soda to Master

Mountie.

DARCY DILLAINS

It came this soda can.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Glush eh? I am starting to think

that Glush could be behind all of

this. I will get a team to

investigate Glush.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

But what about the other escaped

prisoners?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Other G.M.F Mounties are tracking

them down as we speak. And as for

you Darcy, you got some training to

do with your new powers of yours.

DARCY DILLAINS

(smiles)

I know.

FADE TO

EXT. STREETS OF EDMONTON NIGHT TIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile Sticky

Ricky is scared while walking in the streets. He turns a

corner and enters into an allyway.

STICKY RICKY (O.S)

Hey watch it buddy, I’m walking

here. Hey what are you doing?

Sticky Ricky SCREAMS in the alleyway. A Masked Man walks out

of the ally and down the street. On the other side of the

street Lio is walking down the street, when suddenly a limo

comes up to him.
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The door to the limo OPENS and Ivan is in the back of the

limo.

IVAN LASTIC

It’s been a while Lio. Now get it,

you got work to do.

Lio enters into the limo, and the limo drives off, passing

an abandon building.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON BUILDING

Inside of the abandon building Rattler has a smile on his

face being united with his old friends, BLACKHEART JACK in

his early 40’s, greedy, violent, cruel, and bossy, has red

eyes,long mahogany hair, muscular and has a toothpick in his

mouth, SWEET TREAT 16 years old, Caucasian, sassy, cruel,

laidback, carefree, edgy, wears makeup, has long blonde

glittery hair, has black fangs,has blue eyes, wearing lolita

fashion cloths and sucking on a lollipop, SLEEPING WALKER,

in his 60’s, African, sleepy, tired, rude, cranky, evil, has

brown eyes and grey hair, DARTH MCPAIN in his late 20’s,

gothic, crazy, edgy, eager had black hair, blue eyes and

wears glasses, BIRD.D BRAINS in his 30’s, silly, wise,

devastating, heartless, has bird feathers all over his body,

has yellow eyes, and a white mustache, WOLFMAN SAM in his

50’s, hungry, smelly, edgy, mean, has hair all over his

body, black claws and has red eyes and DOLLY HOLLY 15 years

old, African American, sweet, mean, bossy, quick-witted, has

long black hair and brown eyes and wears doll make up while

holding a ragdoll in her hands.

RATTLER

(smiles)

Man it’s so good to get out of that

G.M.F prison.

BLACKHEART JACK

And We’re glad that you are back

with us. Welcome back to the

Mounties of Doom.


